Stopping the Radio Nacional Broadcasts

C/3-7th SFG Ends pro-Noriega Radio Broadcasts during Operation JUST CAUSE

by Robert D. Seals
The initial hours of Operation JUST CAUSE were a major disappointment for Company C, 3rd Battalion, 7th Special Forces Group (3-7th SFG) on 20 December 1989. Stationed in Panama, the company had planned and rehearsed Direct Action (DA) missions for months in support of the anticipated United States combat action to topple the dictatorship of General Manuel Noriega. High profile missions, which included protecting friendly High Value Targets (HVT), like the "true winners of the May 1989 presidential election," were cancelled, or assigned to other units before JUST CAUSE commenced.1

These disappointments faded about 1530 hours, when Staff Sergeant (SSG) Deams B. Smith, an "extremely frustrated" SF Weapons Sergeant fluent in Spanish, turned on his transistor radio. He heard a Panamanian government spokesman urging locals to "resist the Yankee invaders, by grabbing a kitchen knife and fighting."2 Smith realized that these Radio Nacional broadcasts had to be stopped. Company C received that mission. It was characterized by surprise, speed, and aggressive force. This article describes how Company C, 3-7th SFG took Radio Nacional 'off the air.' That combat mission "validated the force" on D-day of JUST CAUSE.3

In 1989, the 3rd Battalion, 7th SF Group (SFG) consisted of three companies. Company C was assigned sensitive activities and missions. They had designated special operations teams (SOTs) and Regional Survey Teams (RSTs).4 Like a typical SF company, it had a Headquarters and six SF Operational Detachments-Alpha (ODAs). Major (MAJ) David E. McCracken, the commander, had served in the company as a SOT Assault Team Leader, as a captain (CPT).5

It was a busy year for Company C with training exercises in Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, Ecuador, Uruguay, Honduras, Costa Rica, and El Salvador, as well as rehearsing for combat target seizures in Panama. Most rehearsals were 'full mission profile,' using rotary wing (RW) aircraft to assault targets, and fast roping onto a building or into dense jungle. The objective had to be cleared top to bottom, and often entailed capturing or destroying equipment or personnel. Then they were extracted by helicopter. Precise time on target (TOT) and constant communications during rehearsals were critical. Training was challenging and dangerous. Two soldiers were injured, one seriously, during the 1989 rehearsals.6

However, the rehearsals paid off. Company C and the 617th Special Operations Aviation Detachment (SOAD), with its MH-60A Black Hawk helicopters based at Howard Air Force Base (AFB), developed a habitual relationship. Practicing "multiple target arrays" at night 'ratcheted down' mission planning time and hardened SOPs. For example, everyone knew that the fast ropes would be 'cut away' by the aircrew after the ground forces were inserted, according to McCracken. A 617th SOAD aviation planner was attached to the company headquarters for operations requiring a Forward Staging Base (FSB).7 The special operations air and ground elements were finely tuned.

SSG Smith, the ODA 793 SF Weapons Sergeant, knew that the Radio Nacional pro-Noriega broadcasts fifteen hours after the invasion of Panama had to be stopped. Sergeant First Class (SFC) Thomas W. Sheridan, an RST Medical Sergeant, grabbed a Panama City telephone book to get the address for Radio Nacional offices, as special operations commanders in Hangar 450 at Albrook Air Station came up with a concept of the operation.8

Colonel (COL) Robert C. Jacobelly, the Special Operations Command-South (SOC SOUTH) and Task Force (TF) BLACK commander, his staff, and 3-7th
SFG headquarters were co-located with Company C in Hangar 450. At 1600 hours, COL Jacobelly directed the take down of Radio Nacional from the Contraloria General building to ‘stop the broadcasts.’ Intelligence was very limited. SFC Richard C. Lamb, ODA 795 Weapons Sergeant, remembers that “we did not have much to go on...the Contraloria was an office building in downtown [Panama City] and didn't appear on any target decks that we were tracking.” There was possibly six-to-seven ‘Dignity Battalion’ personnel armed with AK-47 assault rifles on site. The fact that Noriega was still ‘at large’ raised the possibility that the highest value Panamanian target might be in the ‘twelve-story’ building protected by security forces.

MAJ McCracken selected Captain (CPT) Robert G. Louis, ODA 793, to lead the nineteen-man assault element, consisting of five teams. CPT Douglas E. Walker, ODA 794, would lead the four-man assault demolitions team, while CPT Stephen T. Boston, the Executive Officer (XO) ODB790, had the eleven-man security element. For command and control there was a three-man assault command post (CP) on the target with MAJ McCracken. The mission, according to Louis, was to “Gain access to the Radio Nacional building, move to the seventh floor, stop the broadcast, [and] take Noriega into custody.” All ODAs from the company (791, 792, 794, 795, and 796) contributed personnel to the thirty-three man force.

Equipment inspections, execution discussions, and mission review were conducted in the Albrook hangar. The phone book had Radio Nacional de Panama on the seventh floor, of the Contraloria General building on Balboa Avenue, Bella Vista neighborhood, overlooking the Bay of Panama. At 1700 hours, the RST took photos of the target during a reconnaissance flight. “At this point...it was almost rote” for CPT Louis. Leaders familiarized themselves with key points on a map of the city, reviewed responsibilities, rechecked aircraft loads and flight routes with 617th SOAD planners, and listened to ‘brief backs’ by the teams. Chief Warrant Officer 2 (CW2) Benny L. Wyrick, ODA 792, assault element, felt the “focus was to insure everyone understood their part.”

Individual soldiers checked weapons, ammunition, confirmed radio frequencies and call signs, night vision goggles, and prepared demolitions charges. Different charges were needed to breach door-locks, door hinges, antennas, and radio components. White tape on the hangar floor outlined the roof and offices, and rehearsals began. Weapons had been test-fired days prior. Back from their aerial reconnaissance, the RST developed and provided a black and white photo prints. CPT Louis recalled that “the aircrew made suggestions on...our insertion and briefed...their approach to the target.”

COL Jacobelly approved the DA mission as briefed. The commanders knew the plan involved fast roping onto a two hundred-foot tall high-rise building, in fading light, with ocean breezes, and aircraft drift that could affect their men’s descent. “They had put us onto varying type sites for several months, so no one hesitated to fast rope,” said McCracken.

From alert to mission approval, two hours had elapsed. As the sun set, the ground force boarded the 617th MH-60A helicopters at Albrook. As CPT Louis got on board, he was surprised to learn that the building was seventeen floors, not twelve, according to the AST
FAST-ROPING:

Fast-roping is a technique used by Army Special Operations Forces to infiltrate soldiers onto an objective, or landing zone, where the helicopter cannot land. The primary advantage of fast-roping over rappelling, is that personnel can reach the objective quicker. Considered more dangerous than rappelling, a soldier is not ‘snapped’ onto the rope but must slide down the rope, like a fireman on a pole. Several soldiers can be on the rope simultaneously, with an appropriate gap between them for safety.

SFC Richard C. Lamb, ODA 795, Company C, 3-7th SFG, prepares a fast rope from a UH-1 Huey helicopter in Panama during training before Operation JUST CAUSE. SFC Christopher R. Zets assists from inside.
building. A casualty collection point (CCP) was set up in the nearby parking lot. CPT Boston heard gunshots. It was ineffective, sporadic fire coming “from the Yacht club and pier” to the southwest.22

Meanwhile, two hundred feet above, CPT Louis’s assault force faced a dilemma. The access door on the roof was reinforced steel, and the team did not have enough explosives to blow open the door, cut the antenna on the roof, and still destroy the radio components on the seventh floor. With a “hooligan tool” carried by the assault element, it was a “one-hour door” according to SFC Lamb.23 SFC Joseph A. Laydon, ODA 791, grabbed a ninety-foot fast rope, tied it to an air conditioning unit, and looked below for a balcony to gain access. There was one on the eastern side below. Their rope secure, SFC Lamb and SSG Smith went over the side.24 On the balcony, they entered, cleared a darkened office, and then swept the hallway, and stairwell, as they moved to open the roof door from the inside.

Avoiding the elevators, the assault team, wearing AN/PVS-5 Night Vision Goggles, used weapon aiming lights and small ‘maglights’ to clear down the stairwell, checking hallways and floor directories on the way, until they reached the seventh floor. As the team cleared inside, they felt the explosion as the demo team blew the radio antenna off the roof. Assaulters threw improvised flashbang grenades before clearing rooms. Windows were blown out and tiles fell from the ceiling. In the *Radio Nacional* offices, the team found the broadcast source: a small tape recorder wired to a microphone that played a continuous loop of anti-American propaganda. No one was around.25

Though no wires were visible, the possibility that the tape recorder was ‘booby-trapped’ prompted CPT Louis to clear the room. SSG Smith ‘fired it up’ with his CAR-15 Colt Commando carbine. MAJ McCracken confirmed that the AM broadcasts had stopped but not the FM ones. The assault force now placed six or seven demolitions charges on “racks of commercial style radios, repeaters...stacked on top of each other,” in an adjacent room, according to Smith. SSG John M. Heisse, ODA 793 senior SF Engineer Sergeant, pulled the charge fuse igniters starting “farthest from the door.” The charges rippled off as SSG Heisse ran into the hallway. The assault team moved down the stairs, into the lobby, anticipating exfiltration. Once on the ground floor; however, MAJ McCracken was told by COL Jacobelly that the FM broadcasts were still being made.26

Sprinting back up to the seventh floor, the assault element discovered that the hallway and *Radio Nacional* offices were filling with black smoke from electrical fires created by the explosions. Still, the assaulters rushed through the smoke to find the source of the FM broadcasts. It became “impossible to see your hand in front of [your] face,” said SSG Smith, “and we aborted.”27 They moved back down the stairwell, accounted for all personnel and equipment, and called for extraction. All were surprised back down in the lobby when an empty elevator door opened with a loud ‘ding.’28

Around the building, the assault and security elements stood at the ready waiting for the helicopters. “Balboa Avenue was alive,” recalled SFC Lamb. “Looters were out in force. A Volkswagen Beetle zoomed by with a large couch on top. The occupants were screaming ‘USA Numero Uno!’”29 With sporadic gunfire continuing, a Panamanian fire truck drove up, and firefighters rushed to extinguish the flames. As the Americans prepared to leave, an armed civilian security guard, fearful of losing his job, attempted to stop them. The guard drew his pistol. After repeated and unsuccessful efforts to dissuade him in Spanish, he was shot in the shoulder, disarmed, treated, and turned over to the
Mission 'Kit'
One SF Soldier's Radio Nacional mission 'kit'

Uniform: ‘Sterile’ (No name tapes or patches)
Tropical, Rip stop, Woodland, Battle Dress Uniform (BDU), Jungle Boots, and Patrol Cap

Weapons: CAR-15 Colt Commando carbine with M203 40mm Grenade Launcher, M9 pistol

Ammunition: twelve each thirty-round magazines of 5.56 ball ammunition, one twenty-round mag-
azine of 5.56 mm tracer ammunition, three each twelve-round pistol magazines of 9mm ball ammu-
nition, ten high explosive, eight ‘buckshot,’ four mixed parachute and star cluster 40mm rounds,
and six ‘home made’ ‘Flash-Bang’ stun grenades

Load Carrying Equipment (LCE): standard with
Pistol Belt, Shoulder Straps / Harness,
four ammunition pouches, two one-quart canteens with water, ‘butt pack’ with Escape and Evasion
items, First Aid Kit, Compass, Strobe Light on
Canteen Cover, M-7 Bayonet with M-8 Sheath,
40mm grenade round vest, pistol holster

Communications: MX-300 Motorola Secure Radio
with headset and “boom” style microphone

Night Vision Goggles: AN/PVS-5

Miscellaneous: identification tags, standard issue
goggles, sun/wind/dust, leather work and NOMEX
‘Flight’ Gloves, volleyball knee and elbow pads,
‘flex’ cuffs,’chem’ lights of various colors, map,
notepad, and pencil

Body armor: front and back, no helmet

Estimated weight: 70 pounds

SSG Earl G. Meyer, left, and SSG Deams B. Smith, right, of ODA 793, Company C, 3-7th SFG, prior to departure for the Radio Nacional mission. Meyer’s primary weapon is the Colt Commando CAR-15 assault rifle while Smith has an MPS sub-machine gun with suppressor. On the wall is a map of Panama used in mission planning.

firemen. When the last helicopter cleared the site, it was 1900 hours. It had been a busy hour for C/3-7th SFG.30

Back at Hangar 450 on Albrook Air Station, Company C soldiers had no time to relax. Panamanian Radio Nacional was still transmitting Pro-Noriega messages on FM. MAJ McCracken was now ordered to destroy the Radio Nacional remote antenna near the Hippodrome, east of the capital. After a quick debrief, task reorganization, and refit, the assault element was off at 2000 hours for phase two of the operation. Forty-five minutes later, demolitions charges destroyed the remote FM antenna. Radio Nacional de Panama was finally ‘off the air.’31

Although Radio Nacional in the Contraloria General building in Panama City was not a D-Day tar-
get, Company C, 3-7th SFG planned and assaulted the seventeen-story building from the roof down. The mission was characterized by surprise, speed, and violence of action. One Panamanian security guard was wounded. During the first week of January 1990, Company C operations had switched back to its Foreign Internal Defense (FID) mission. A Pre-Deployment Site Survey (PDSS) team was launched for Ecuador. The rest of 3-7th SFG transitioned to stability operations throughout Panama.32
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